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Dear Mr. Wallenste in:
This is in response to your wTitten submissio ns to this Office requestin g that we
set out our position with regard to several questions concernin g Article 5069,
V.T.C.S., as r~cently amended by H.B. 1228. Because of the length of your submissions, I am not going to set out here your questions verbatim but rather
attempt to state our position on the various matters you have raised, which I hope
will be sufficien t for your purposes.

.-·

•

•

It is our position that the term "variable rate contracts " .does not include contracts for repayment at more than one fixed rate of interest. For example, a loan
requiring repayment in two years and specifyin g interest at 15% per annum for the
first year (or prior to the occurrenc e'of a specified event, such as a leasing
requireme nt) and 16% per annum for the second year (or after the specified event)
is in the opinion of this Office a fixed-rat e contract and not a variable rate
contract.

t.·

It is our position that a loan does not become a variable rate loan simply because
it contains a provision that in the event of default in payment the loan will bear
interest at "the highest lawful rate," or because of a provision that monies
advanced by the lender to satisfy obligatio ns of the borrower or otherwise to
protect its collatera l will bear interest "at the highest lawful rate." Since the
contracts discussed here were fixed-rat e at the outset, the default rate would be
that rate agreed to by the parties. I might interject here that I personall y have
never liked the use of the phrase "highest lawful contract rate" in a contract
when referring to interest, primarily because I have never been sure what it
meant. It seems there is now more of a problem than before since the enactment of
H.B. 1228. I realize the use of this phrase has been recognize d by at least one
appellate court [Bundrick v. First National Bank of Jacksonv ille, 570 S.H.2d 12
(Tyler Ct. of Civ. App., n.r.e., 1978)] but I still think it is better practice
to be more specific in the agreemen t, particula rly in view of language now in the
Code such as is in Art. 1.04(f) (variable rates only), which provides that the
interest rate may not exceed the ceiling applicabl e to the contract for so long
as debt is outstandi ng under the contract (which would include after default).
Some of our views on interest after default are more fully set out in our Letter
Interpret ation No. 81-19, dated September 3, 1981.
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ln our view, .the term "open-end account" does not inc.lude typlcal interim construc-

tion loans. These are loans with a definite sum to be advanced agreed upon at the
outset and which do not "revolve" but may be advanced in more than one funding.
On the "open-end account" question, our views are expressed in more detail in
Letter Interpretation No. 81-24. In our opinion, a closed-end ccedit agreement
does not become converted into an "open-end account" as defined by Article l.Olti)
simply because it contains a provision that upon default in payment, the loan will
bear ir1terest "at the highest lawful race," or because it contains a rzquirement
that monies advanced by the lender to satisfy obligations of the borrower o:
otherwise to protect its collateral will bear interest "at the highest lawful
rate."

You next pose several questions relating to the availability of the various
ceilings authorized by Article 1.04 to p~rc1cular types of loans or other extensions of credit (other Chapters of Article 5069, such ~s Chapter 7, still
contain the "old" authorized charges). I v."ill here a:.terr.pt to set out our vi.ew.~
on the various questions of this nature which you presented. Acticle l.04(a) and
l.ts several subsections prescribe four types of interest rate or ti~e price dirferent ial ceilings available for various contracts. However, other sections of
Article 1.04 must be considered in decer~ining whether & particular celling ls
applicable to a particular type of credit exc~nsion. On fixed-rate, closed-end
contracts, either the indicated rate ceiling or the quarterly ceiling m~j be
~ontracted for.
Article l.04(e) prohibits the use.of the anuualized ceiling in
this type of contract, and Article l.04'lc) provides that the monthly csiling may
be concra.:ted for only in variable rate cran.:;actions that are n·Jt rnade for personal, family or household use. We are of the opinion th&t three ceilings are
available for appl1cab1llty to a fixed-rate, open-end c0ntrac:; 1.e. the 1ndicated
race ceiling, the quarterly ceiling and the annualized celling. It should b~
noted, however, that in our opinion the 1ndi.cated rate ceiltng on such a cont:cac.t
is subject to weekly adjustment and the indicated ra.te ceiling for one week m.:::.y
not be "locked in" forevet' (with the ex::eption of a "charge of 18% per annum) and
made applicable to all loans or purchases made pursuant to the open·-end account
during its existence. The quarterly and annualized ceilings would be adjusted in
accordance with the provisions of Article 1.04(h)(l). Our views on this point are
more fully set out in our Letter lnterpcecation No. 81-22 dated September 30,

·-

1981.

•

\

In closed-end, variable t'ate loans, the parties may contract for the indicated
rate ceiling or the quarterly ceiling; and in closed-end, variable rate loans ior
other than personal, family or household use, the parties may contract for the
monthly ceiling instead of one of the just mentioned ceilings. I would refer you
to our Letter Interpretation No. 81-21 dated September 23, 1981, in which we
ei<press our views on "floating ceilings." It is our opinion that in clo,;ed-end
variable rate loans the applicable ceiling, whether it be the indicated rate
ceiling (weekly), quarterly or monthly ceiling, must "float."
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In open-end, variable rate transactions, the indicated rate ceiling, the quart~rly
ceiling, and the annualized ceiling are all available; and the monthly ceiling is
available on such contracts if made for other than personal, family or: household
use. The first three mentioned ceilings would be adjusted in accordance with
Article l.04(h)(2); the monthly ceiling as provided in Article l.04(c).
I am in agreement with your view that the ceiling does not float on a fixed-rate,
closed-end loan. In connection with this concept, you raise several questions
concerning transactions which involve a commitment to make a lor1g-ter:n (usually),
fixed-rate, closed-end loan which will be funded not on the date of the c.or.unit:ment
but on some future date at which tine the loan is closed. I will attempt to
express our views as to the allowable interest charges on transactions of this
type. l f at the tir.ie the commitment connact is entered into in connection with a
f~xed-rate, closed-end loan the parties also agree to the inter6St rate to be
charged on the cont:tact when it is subsequently funded, if the agreed to rate is
lawful at the time it is agreed to, it will be lawful at the time the loan Ls
closed and funded. If the parties do not contract for a rate of interest at the
rime ot the commitment but, rdther, wait until the time of funding or some other
s~bs8quent date to agree on the applicable tate of interest, the applicable ceiling
i~ that in effect at the time the rate of interest is agreed upon and not that: 1n
efiect at the time of the commitment. If the pa·rt ies agree at the? time oi: the
cor.:nit~ent to a particular rate but at some future date agree to change the applicable interest rate, the ceiling at the time of the subsequent agreement is applicable to that subsequent agrel':!ment. If' at the time. of ·commitment the parties have
agreed on a lawful rate of interest ap?.licable to the contract and that agr~ed
upon rate is not changed by mutual agreement prior to tne closing of the loan, it
is still applicable to the contract when closed even though the ceiling ma) have
changed eithei up ot down prior to closing.

•

We are of the opinion that in variable rate, cl~sed-end or open-end loans for
other than personal, family or household use in whkh the parties have agre.:d that
the monthly ceiling is applicable the ceiling "floats" and is subject to adjustment from month to month. Also, in all variable rate, open-end loans the appllcable ceiling "floats" (Letter Interpretation No. 81-21, September 23, 1981).

•

You next pose several questions concerning the necessity, if any, that the contr&ct
between the lender and the borrower designate the ceiling applicable to the contract. First, the "easy" portion of these questions. It is our position that
there is no requirement that a specific ceiling be designated in a closed-end,
fixed-rate contract. Additionally, I can find n.:> language in Article 1.04(h)(l)
expressly stating that in an open-end, fixed-rate contract the applicable celling
must be designated. The first sentence of 1.04(h) (1) provides, in part, as tollo·.-ls:

\

"If the agreement of the parties so provides, or is amended pursuant to
Section (i) of this Article or Article lA.01 of this Title to so provide, a
creditor of an open-end account rna1, as an alternative to the indicated rate
ceiling, from time to time implement any rate permitted under the quarterly
"
or annualized ceiling,
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tor an open-end account, may agree to and stipulate for a rate ot amount "oy contracting for any index, formula, oc provisijn of law, ~r under whic.:h the
(Emphasis added.)
numer~cal rate or am•junt can from time to time be determined."
I t seems to me that this underlined last po·ction of the sentence is saying that
there must be a method by which the rate of interest can be determined. If it is
not known which ceiling is applicable to the contract, there can be and probably
will be during the term of every variable rate closed-end contract some times when
the allowable rat:e cannot be determined from the terms of the contract. For
example, assume that at the time such a contr.s.cc is made both the indicated rate
ceiling and the quarterly ceiling are 247. per annum, and the current quarc.erly
ceiling is subject to ~djustment on January 1, 1982. Assume that a closed-end,
variable rate, one year loan is made at prime rate plus 3% but with no designat~on
of whether the ceiling applicable to the contract is the indicated rate ceiling or
the quarterly ceiling,. Further assume that from now unt i.l December 31, 1981 the
indicated rate ceiling remains at 24%, that the quQrterly ceiling for tne first
qua~ter of 1982 is again 247., but that for the first week in January, because of a
decrease in the 26-week Tceasury Bill rate, the indicated rate ce~ling drops to
18% per annum but that prime plus 3% at that time is 207.. 1-Tnat rate may be
charged on the loan at that time? The rate cannot be determined by looking only
to the contractual terms. The lender could take the position that 207. could be
charged since that figu~e would be below the q~arterly average, while the borrower
could well contend that 187. was the maximuo since the indicated ceiling should be
applicable to the con~ract.

•

It shoJld also be mentioned that the parties to one of these types of contracts
may never rely on both tne indicated rate ceLling and the qu~rterly ceiling in any
one contracL (Article l.04(e)). Additionally, Arti~le l.04(f) provides that the
rate on the conc:acr shall never exceed the ceiling applicable c.o the contract.
ln formulating our position on this questlon, we have been confronted w·!.th what
seemed, at least to us, something of a dilemma. On the one hand, we can point to
no provision of the s:atute requiring designation of either the indicated rate
ceiling o't the quarterly ceiling in these types of contracts, while other sections
require designation in other t)pes of contracts. On the other hand, ic is clear
that only one of the ceilings can be applicable co any given closed-end variable
rate contract and that neither party can rely on both. Additionally, as previously pointed out, Article l.04(f) ·requires that the rate can be determined from
time to time on the contract. There will be times when the rate could not be
determined unless the applicable ceiling is known.

•

.

I

I

He have decided that the approach which will comport with the lack of designation
requirement 1n the Statute but still achieve the requirement of l.04(f) to be able
to determine the rate is to take the position that the indicated rate ceiling is
applicable to the contract unless the parties designate otherwise; i.e. con~rac~
that the quarterly ceiling is th~ applicable ceiling. I realize that there is no
express language in Article 1.04 stating that this is the appropriaLe position for
this Office to take. Howeve·.r, lt seems to me that the indicated rate ceiling is
throughout the statute always the "basic rate"; every other ceiling is an alternative ceiling. As Article l.04(a) provides, the parties may contra:t for a rate
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not exceeding the indicated rate ceiling but, as an alternative, may contract for
a rate not exceeding some other ceiling. This approach is used throughout Article
1.04. It seems that this position conforms with the overall intent and purpose of
the sections of the statute. It results in the indicated rate ceiling being
applicable to closed-end, variable rate contracts unless the parties go further
and contract otherwise. It ensures that only one ceiling is relied upon as is
required by the statute, and it allows the requirements of Article 1.04(£) to be
met in that the rate on the contract can always be determined. It is our position.
therefore that in absence of a contractual agreement otherwise, in a closed-end,
variable rate contract the indicated rate ceiling is applicable to the contract.
lt is our opinion that no section of H.B. 1228 was intended to change existing
concepts of the "spreading" of interest although I should mention I have never
been quite certain of what those concepts are. (There is an excellent discussion
of the "spreading" problem by Hr. Frank A. St. Claire in St. Marv's Law Journal,
Vol. 10, page 753). Insofar as loans are concerned, we follow the concept as set
out by the Supreme Court in Nevels v. Harris, 102 S.W.2d 1046 (Sup. Ct. Tex.,
1937), and what we perceive to be the "actuarial method" of computation. Apparently, the holding of the Supreme Court in Tanner Development Co. v. Ferguson,
561 S.H.2d 777 (Sup. Ct. Tex., 1977) will be the applicable "spreading" concept in
transactions involving the credit sales of real estate. I would point out, however, that Article l.04(f) provides that in variable rate contracts the rate or
amount produced by the variable rate fonnula may n9t exceed the ceiling from time
to time in effect and applicable to the contract.

•

If the parties agree pursuant to the provisions of Article l.04(c) that in a
variable rate contract the applicable ceiling is the monthly ceiling, they may
also agree that the interest rate on that contract will be subject to adjustment
monthly. In other words, in these types of contracts, the parties must look at
the rate on the contract at the first of each calendar month to ensure that it
does not exceed the monthly ceiling for that month.

•

The requirements of Article l.04(i) do not become applicable when the rate of
interest on an open-end, variable rate loan changes automatically in accordance
with the index or formula specified in the loan documents provided that the rate
increase does not exceed the maximum rate agreed to which could be charged on the
contract. For example, if the contract provided that the rate on the contract
would be the annualized ceiling and the parties so agreed, there would never be a
necessity to later give the notice required by Article l.04(i) because of rate
(ceiling) fluctuations either up or down so long as the formula remains the same.
However, the notice requirement of Article l.04(h)(2), second paragraph, is applicable in the case of open-end accounts for personal, family or household use •

i

(

'

However, if the open-end, variable rate contract provides for an index or formula
tied to one of the applicable ceilings but further provides that the rate charged
will never exceed some percentage, such as 22%, if the fonnula produced a rate in
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excess of 22% and the creditor wished to charge a rate on the contract in excess
of 22%, such higher charge could not be made unless there was compliance with
Article 1.04(1).
Article l.04(j) provides as follows:
"If a creditor implements an annualized or quarterly ceiling as to a majority
of its open-end a~counts that are under a particular plan or arrangement and
are for obligors in this state, that ceiling is also the ceiling for all
open-end accounts that are opened or activated under.that plan for obligors
in this state during the period that the election is in effect."

•

Our interpretation of the words "plan or ar.cangement" as used in this section is
that they refer to general credit programs such as a bank card program offered by
a bank. Such a "plan or arrangement" would be uniform and standardized, and would
generally be available to all qualified customers of the lender. The "plan or ·
arrangement'' would have general applicability to all borrow2rs or potential borrowers, and the contract terms and overall design of the plan would be the same
for all participants in the program. We believe such programs as retail revolving
charge agreements as well as bank c.cedit car~ ~rograms were intended to be such
"plans and arrangements." It is our opinion that "plan or arrangement" as used
in Article l.04(j) was not intended to include all commercial loans, or all construction loans (which if typical would be closed-end transactions anyway), or all
90-day commercial loans (probably clos~d-end also) made by a lende.c. Such commercial loans (even if they were open-end lines of credit to commer~ial borrowers)
are separate and individual transactions, separately negotiated and agreed upon
and would not be subject to Article 1.04(j).
You next ask our position as to whether both a particular state rate ceiling and a
federal rate ceiling may be applicable to one contract. Stated another way, can
the ceiling applicable to a variable rate contract "flip flop" from a state ceiling
to a federal ceiling?

•

Without quoting verbatim the section, the Depository Institutions Deregulation and
Monetary Control Act of 1980, Title V, Part B, § Sll(a) provides that the federal
business and agricultural loan rate preemption provision is applicable if the rate
thereby prescribed exceeds the rate authorized by state law or constitution to be
charged on such loans. Any state statute or any constitutional provision limiting
the rate to one lower than that authorized by the federal law is preempted.
However, the federal law is not applicable as long as the authorized state ceiling
is in excess of that of the Federal Act. Article l.04(m) of the $tate statute
provides as follows:
"The ceilings provided by this Article for a contract, including a contract
for an open-end account, are optional and any person may, notwithstanding any
other law, contract for, charge, and receive the rates or amounts allowed by
this Article for that contract, or the rates or amounts allowed by any other
applicable provision of this Title or any other law applicable to such a
contract, except as restricted under Section (q) of this Article."
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As can be seen from the underlined portion of Article l.04(rn), it seems clear that
the state statute authorizes interest charges on credit extensions if such are
authorized by federal statute. It also appears that if the applicable state rate
ceiling on a contract drops below the ceiling authorized by the federal preemption,
the federal law automatically becomes available and its ceiling becomes available
to be applicable to the contract. Our position is, therefore, that if the contract authorizes such possible "dual ceilings," one state and one federal, then
those ceilings may be interchangeably applicable to one contract.

7;:ti~
Sam Kelley
Consumer Credit Cor..missioner
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